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Nitrogen atom energy distributions in a hollow-cathode planar sputtering magnetron
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Energy distributions of nitrogen atoms~N! in a hollow-cathode planar sputtering magnetron were obtained
by use of optical emission spectroscopy. A characteristic line, NI 8216.3 Å, well separated from molecular
nitrogen emission bands, was identified. Jansson’s nonlinear spectral deconvolution method, refined by mini-
mization of xw

2 , was used to obtain the optimal deconvolved spectra. These showed nitrogen atom energies
from 1 eV to beyond 500 eV. Based on comparisons withVFTRIM computer code results, it is proposed that the
energetic N’s are generated from N2

1 ions after these ions are accelerated through the sheath and dissociatively
reflect from the cathode.

PACS number~s!: 52.40.Hf, 51.70.1f, 52.20.Hv, 52.25.Rv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Neutralization is likely when an ion backscatters from
metal surface. Many experiments have studied backsca
ing for ion energies above a few hundred eV. At somew
lower impact energies, 5–100 eV, Cutherbertsonet al. @1#
measured reflected-atom energy distributions for atomic i
backscattering as neutrals. Knowledge of reflected-atom
ergy distributions in the range 1–500 eV is essential for
derstanding basic ion-surface interactions, thin-film depo
tion processes, plasma-dust interactions, and Langm
probe operation.

Molecular ion species bombardment of surfaces is a m
complex phenomenon, important in many atmospheric p
mas, e.g., spacecraft reentry, and many laboratory plas
e.g., the deposition of TiN or Al2O3 compound films. Com-
putational methods@2# widely used to model the reflected
atom energy distribution for atomic bombardment have b
less commonly applied to molecule backscattering beca
of the increased complexity and lack of experimental data
compare with the models.

In many laboratory plasmas, the electron temperatur
only few eV and the ionization fraction less than 1%. Und
such conditions, biatomic molecule (H2 , N2, etc.! discharges
usually contain both atomic (H1,N1) and molecular
(H2

1 ,N2
1) ions. Both types of ions contribute to the r

flected atom flux, the latter via fragmentation upon impa
This paper reports on the atomic-N energy distribution in
hollow-cathode planar sputtering magnetron~HCPM! @3#. In

*Electronic address: zwang@lanl.gov
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this paper we argue that the energetic N atoms observed
due to dissociative reflection of molecular ions which impa
the cathode.

Nitrogen-atom energy distributions were obtained us
optical emission spectroscopy~OES! wherein plasma elec
trons excite atomic and molecular species which then sp
taneously decay, emitting visible-wavelength photons. O
has been used to characterize the species in plasma a
measure electron density, electron temperatureTe @4#, and
electron energy distribution function~EEDF!, and ion and
atom densities@5# and temperatures. Here we report on
application to the measurement of atomic-N energy distri
tion in a sputtering magnetron.

The ability to observe weak emission from backscatte
nitrogen atoms arises from the fact that in a molecular nit
gen discharge the background light is due primarily to m
lecular nitrogen. Therefore, the background light ne
atomic-N linesmaybe greatly reduced and wemay then be
able to see a relatively weak signal due to the backscatt
N atoms. Finding a spectral region where molecular emiss
is weak is actually quite a task.

In this paper we also describe the effects on the spectr
operational parameters, such as cathode material, bias
age, and gas pressures, and also the heating of the am
gas by backscattered atoms. The experimental data are
pared with a numerical model~VFTRIM! @6# of backscatter-
ing. VFTRIM code is a Monte Carlo binary collision code.
simulates the particle-surface interaction process usin
fractal model for the surface. Physical processes such a
flection ~in which we are most interested!, absorption, sput-
tering, etc., are simulated. Based on this study, the mec
nism for generating energetic atomic N in a molecu
nitrogen discharge is proposed.
1904 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments were carried out on a hollow-cathode pla
sputtering magnetron; see Fig. 1. Details of the operation
a HCPM can be found in earlier papers@3,7#. A negative dc
bias ~300–1500 V! is placed on the cathode structure. Io
impact there, ejecting secondary electrons which are acc
ated through the cathode sheath. Within the plasma th
electrons cause ionization events, replenishing the los
ions to the cathode@8#. In brief, the HCPM acts much like a
classical glow discharge, but with more efficient use of
energy of the ejected electrons because of the hollow cath
geometry and the magnetic field.

A schematic of the light detection setup is shown in F
2. An Acton research SP500 spectrometer~0.5-meter focal
length, Czerny-Turner type! with 1200 g/mm grating was
used. The detector was a Hamamatsu R636-10 photom
plier tube~PMT!, which has high quantum efficiency in th
region of interest, near 8000 Å. Cooling of the PMT w
necessary to reduce its dark current by a factor of 1
thereby increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. When obtain
a high-resolution line profile, the spectrometer was scan
at a rate of 1 Å/min to provide a long exposure.

Using a the 826.45-nm line emitted from an argon G
ssler tube, the instrumental width of the spectrometer w

FIG. 1. Dimensions of the HCPM configuration and detect
line of sight.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the optics setup for the N energy distri
tion measurement.
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measured to be 0.07 nm.~The measured line showed
Gaussian shape.! This corresponds to an instrumental tem
perature of 17.1 eV for nitrogen.~The same line had a width
of 0.02 nm when measured with a Fabry-Perot spectro
eter.! We note that the primary mechanism for line broade
ing in the HCPM is the Doppler effect. The Zeeman a
Stark effects are relatively unimportant at the low magne
field and plasma density of these experiments@9#.

Post-processing of PMT signals was done in several st
~1! preamplification and conversion of current signals
voltage signals;~2! integration of the voltage signals;~3!
digitization of the analog voltage signals;~4! storage of the
digitized signals in a memory module. The spectrome
grating, data acquisition and processing system were p
erly timed by a Power Mac 7100 using LabVIEW.

III. RESULTS

The spectra can be analyzed in two steps. First one
look at the spectra as a whole, i.e., the area under the spe
line, to examine the population of N atoms. This includ
both thermal atoms and hyperthermal atoms. Because
will be shown below, the thermal population is significant
larger than the hyperthermal population, the spectral l
area can be used as a measure of the thermal populatio
the second step, the detailed shapes of the spectra wi
analyzed to determine and examine the fraction of the sp
tra ~,1%! that corresponds to the hyperthermal compone

Correspondingly, there are two parts to this section. P
A presents results that are obtained in a straightforw
analysis of the raw data. It first presents the overall spect
from the plasma and the identification of a suitable NI line.
It then describes the dependence of the peak emission
plasma current and gives a temperature by which to cha
terize the cool, c.,10 eV, N atoms. That energy could aris
from Franck-Condon dissociation of nitrogen molecules
be part of the slowing-down spectrum of faster neutrals c
ated by backscattering of energetic ions. Part B presents
lyzed data, obtained via a very powerful deconvoluti
method described in some detail in the Appendix and
great detail in the Refs.@10,11#. This refinement allows de
termination of the N atom velocities, rather than simply te
perature. In part B we also extend the analysis to larger D
-

FIG. 3. Nitrogen discharge spectrum from 380 to 670 nm.
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1906 PRE 61WANG, COHEN, RUZIC, AND GOECKNER
pler shifts, hence to more energetic particles.

A. Bulk atom emission intensity and temperature

Figures 3 and 4 show the observed spectrum~670–970
nm and 370–670 nm! for a N2 HCPM plasma with 190 mA
cathode current and 407 volt cathode bias. Of the;40 spec-
tral lines labeled, only one~group!, at 821.6 nm, is due to
atomic N. The others are primarily due to N2 . A few lines
attributable to sputtered copper are also visible.~For a H2
plasma, a spectral scan with identical sensitivity and res
tion over the same wavelength region did not reveal a
bright atomic lines sufficiently separated from molecu
emission to allow a useful study.! A higher-resolution spec
tral scan of the N2 plasma is shown in Fig. 5 for the spectr
region 810–830 nm. All these lines are due to NI @13#. The
821.6-nm line, due to the transition 3p4P→3s4P (J8
5 3D5/2→J5 3D5/2), is chosen for most analyses since it
the brightest. Note that the nearest lines are16.8 Å and
25.6 Å away. Energywise, these lines would correspond
Doppler shift for N atoms of about 4 keV, which is we

FIG. 4. Nitrogen discharge spectrum from 670 to 970 nm.

FIG. 5. Nitrogen atomic lines around NI 821.6 nm.
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beyond the experimental cathode bias of up to21500 V.
Hence these neighboring N lines do not contaminate
spectra we obtained.

Following Rossnagel and Saenger@14# or Gau and Lie-
berman@15#, the intensity of the NI 8216.3 Å as a function
of total cathode current was measured; see Fig. 6. This i
elucidate the source of the nitrogen atoms responsible for
peak of the emission from the NI 8216.3 Å line.~Intensity
here means the line’s peak value.! Data shown are for differ-
ent N2 pressuresp(N2) ranging from a few mTorr to abou
100 mTorr. From the fitting shown, we see that the emiss
intensityI is proportional to background pressurep(N2) and
cathode currentJ to the first power.~The peak intensity in-
cludes only a small contribution from energetic neutral p
ticles because of their large Doppler shift.!

Im5p~N2!3J. ~1!

Figure 7 shows Doppler broadening of the 8216.3-Å li
at different pressures, in comparison with the instrumen
profile. A blue-red asymmetry is seen. Accordingly, we d
fine two temperatures, a blueshifted and a redshifted, e
represented by a half-Gaussian. The~blue or red! bulk N
temperatureT0 was obtained by subtracting the raw da

FIG. 6. N I 8216-Å lines’ intensity of dependence on catho
currentJ.

FIG. 7. Comparison of the raw data of the NI 821.6-nm profiles
with instrumental profile. Blue and red asymmetry is observed.
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PRE 61 1907NITROGEN ATOM ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS IN A . . .
temperatureTs which is proportional to~the square of! the
full width at half-maximum~FWHM! from the instrumental
TI :

T05Ts2TI . ~2!

As a function of discharge pressure, the blue and red bul
temperatures are shown in Fig. 8. The asymmetry is cl
with the blueshifted ~forward-moving! N atoms being
warmer than the redshifted.~The blueshifted atoms are als
about 5 times brighter than the redshifted.! The bulk tem-
peratures increase with pressure. Figure 8 shows bul
atom temperatures in the range 1–15 eV, increasing as
pressure is increased. The temperature on the blueshift si
always greater than that on the redshift side. The magnit
of the temperature is understandable in a qualitative fash
The formation of neutral N atoms with these low energ
proceeds primarily by Franck-Condon dissociation of N2 .
The energy of Franck-Condon neutrals depends on elec
energy. For example, at low electron energies, c. 20 eV,
main process is via excitation from the X1Sg state to the
autodissociating C3Pu state, creating N atoms in the rang
1.4–4.4 eV@16#. Higher-energy electrons can promote ex
tation to autodissociating states that produce more energ
electrons, to;10 eV. Randomization of the Franck-Condo
energy produces a temperature equal to approximately
of the energy, consistent with the low-pressure data of Fig
The asymmetry of the temperatures may be due to collis
with sputtered atoms or backscattered impacting ions.

B. N atom energy distribution

First consider the possibilities for spectral distortion. T
optical depth for the 8216-Å line ist;0.02 cm21 assuming
a N density of 1010 cm23 ~upper limit! and a N temperature
of 1 eV ~lower limit!, based on Griem’s result@12#. The
plasma dimension is about 1–5 cm. Distortion of the spe
~lineshape! due to absorption is thus negligible because
plasma is optically thin at the line center, and even more
at the wings.

There was no view dump possible for this type of lin
integrated measurement. Lineshape distortion due to re

FIG. 8. Bulk N temperature as a function of pressure. The e
bars shown are typical.
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tion of light from the metallic hollow cathode may occu
Experimental data~see Figs. 9 and 11! show more intense
blueshift light than redshift light. The most straightforwa
explanation for this asymmetry is that there is a net part
flow towards the detector, away from the cathode. But
cause the cathode is a reflective surface for visible light,
redshift signal could be due to either particles moving
wards the cathode or the reflection of light from energetic
atoms that emit light back towards the cathode while mov
away from it. We have compared the intensity of the reds
side to that of the blueshift side for Figs. 9 and 11. For
measured asymmetry to be due to reflectivity, the surf
would have to specularly reflect 30–40 % of the light, a
suming that N has equal probability of emitting a phot
towards the detector and away from the detector. We h
measured the reflectivity of a copper cathode after remo
from the system. Typical values are 1–2 %, with a maxim
of 5%.

Besides light emission by energetic N, the only other co
tribution is that energetic N ions~moving away from the
detector! exchange charge with cold N atoms. The resulti
energetic N then will emit Doppler-shifted light. Howeve
energetic N ions exist only within the cathode sheath. W
estimate that charge exchange is not important for press
less than 10 mTorr.

With high-Z ~tungsten, W! and low-Z ~aluminum, Al! tar-
gets, the spectra near the NI 8216 Å line were obtained
along a view that is perpendicular to the surface of the tar
as shown in Fig. 1. High and low gas pressures were stu
~Figs. 9–12!. The following discussion is based on the d
convolved data, the solid line in each figure. The raw d
are corrected due to the inverse square-root dependenc
the line intensity on the particle energy.

Fig. 9 is obtained for a 279-mA HCPM discharge, with
cathode bias of21114 V, above a W target at a N2 pressure
of 2.74 mTorr. ~A pressure less than five mTorr is in th
low-pressure regime defined in our earlier experiments.! The

r

FIG. 9. N I 8216-Å line profile for p52.74 mTorr, Vb5
21114 V, andJ5279 mA; W target.

FIG. 10. N I 8216-Å line profile for p54.38 mTorr, Vb5
2369 V, andJ5312 mA; Al target.
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1908 PRE 61WANG, COHEN, RUZIC, AND GOECKNER
peak intensity at NI 8216 Å is over a 100 times stronger tha
the peak intensity a few Å away. The peak of the emiss
line profile ~labeled as background emission in Fig. 7! is due
to the cool N atoms just discussed, those with up to a few
in energy, and with a Doppler shift<0.4 Å.

The 1s level ~straight dashed line in the figure! is the
noise level, defined as the average signal level~of the
smoothed curve! towards the outer wings~left and right! of
the line peak. The noise level is determined by the sum of
electronics noise, amplifier noise, digitizer noise, backgrou
light emission, etc. Signals at twice the noise level, thes
level ~solid straight line in Fig. 7!, have about an 80% sta
tistical likelihood of being due to N-atom emission.

The deconvolved signal exceeds the 2s level from the
peak out to a relative wavelength of about22 Å in the blue-
shift direction and to11.6 Å in the redshift direction. The
peak at a22.2 Å shift in wavelength would arise from N
atoms having an energy of about 475 eV. These are the m
energetic N atoms, according to the spectral line profile,
are labeled as such in Fig. 9. The region between21.8 Å and
the peak is labeled in Fig. 9 as theslowing-down structure.
The slowing-down structure will be discussed in more de
later. A small but interesting feature, labeled as 8217.9 Å
noted. Its interpretation as a spectral line is discussed a
consideration of spectra obtained with an Al cathode.

Figure 10 is a data set for an Al cathode at low pressu
4.38 mTorr. Besides having a lowerZ value compared with
the W cathode case, the cathode bias of the HCPM,2369 V,
is much smaller than the21114-V bias used for the W cath
ode. Similarly to Fig. 9, the background emission due to c
N atoms is about 100 times more intense than the rest. C
pared with Fig. 9, we see above the 2s level only three sharp
spectral structures, but no extended slowing-down struct
The power of Jansson’s deconvolution method is clear a
reveals sharp spectral features at 8217.960.1 Å and 8215.0
Å. The wavelengths of the deconvolved lines shown are
affected by choice of the deconvolution parameters. T

FIG. 11. N I 8216-Å line profile for p534.5 mTorr, Vb5
2570 V, andJ5295 mA; W target.

FIG. 12. N I 8216-Å line profile for p530.4 mTorr, Vb5
2339 V, andJ5256 mA; Al target.
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8217.9 Å feature appears in Fig. 9, just above the 2s level.
Furthermore, its existence and location were found to be
dependent of cathode bias. Therefore, we identify it a
spectral line instead of relating it to Doppler-shifted NI
8216 Å. Further discussion of the dependence of ene
spectra on cathode bias is given later. This line at 8217.
may be a nitrogen line, because its existence does not de
on target material. However, we have not found a nitrog
atom or ion line at this wavelength listed in the standa
spectral tables. The origin of the other sharp spectral feat
at 8215.0 Å, is also not clear. These two spectral features
not due to sputtered W atoms, according to the spectral
tables@13#. Other possibilities for these unknown lines cou
be impurities in the wall material or impurity in the nitroge
gas used for these experiments. We failed to identifi
8215.0 Å as an argonI line, because its intensity did no
increase with Ar pressure. For the Al cathode, the dec
volved spectrum in Fig. 10 shows very little light betwee
20.2 and21.2 Å.

Figure 11 is for a W cathode at higher gas pressure, 3
mTorr, and lower cathode bias,2570 V. Again, a slowing-
down structure is identified, but extends to only21.8 Å. For
N atoms, this Doppler shift corresponds to 316 eV. Again
long tail at the redshift side is seen. The redshifted long
and the blueshifted slowing-down structure can be fit b
shifted-Maxwellian distribution with a temperature on th
order of 50 eV. Again, the spectral line 8217.9 Å shows u

The deconvolved spectrum in Fig. 12, for the Al targ
also at higher pressure~30.4 mTorr! and lower voltage~339
V! shows a simple structure. Only emission near the pea
above the 2s level.

In the following section we convert the spectra into e
ergy distributions and compare them with a numerical mo
of scattering,VFTRIM.

IV. DISCUSSION

From energy considerations, the mechanism for gene
ing energetic neutral atoms~with more than 50 eV! in the
HCPM must be related to ions colliding with the catho
surface. Ions are produced in the plasma by electron imp
and have initial energyV0 less than a few eV. Futhermore
only a small electric field exists within the plasma. It is wh
ions fall through the cathode sheath, in the absence of c
sions, that they gain appreciable energy, equal to the
cathode biasVb . Therefore, the upper limit energyEi when
these ions strike the cathode surface is

Ei5Vb1V0.Vb . ~3!

An energetic ion can be reflected as a neutral parti
retaining a substantial fraction of its incidental energy. T
energy retained depends on ion species, the cathode mat
lattice structure, incidental angle, and incident ion energy
well as the number of collisions this ion experiences as
transverses the plasma.

For plasma discharges involving molecular gases, suc
N2, the ions involved can be atomic ions N1, or molecular
ion N2

1 . We can conceive of three distinct sequences
which energetic atomic neutrals may be produced.

~1! From N1 ions. A N1 hits the cathode surface, re
flected as an energetic nitrogen atom NE .
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PRE 61 1909NITROGEN ATOM ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS IN A . . .
~2! From N1 ions. A N1 hits the cathode surface, re
flected as energetic NE

2 . The NE2 undergoes a second a
celeration through the sheath, N2 exchanges charge with
cold N, and becomes a NE :

NE
21N→NE1N2. ~4!

~3! From N2
1 ions. A N2

1 strikes the cathode surface
undergoes dissociative neutralization, and is reflected as
NE’s:

N2
11es→2NE . ~5!

es means an electron from the surface. We propose the t
process as the main process for energetic N atom gener
in our experimental conditions. The reasons are the follo
ing.

The energy required to break the bond between the
N’s in a N2

1 is around 9 eV. According to Winter and Horn
@17#, the probability of a N2

1 dissociating into 2 N atoms
depends on the incident N2

1’s energy when it is reflected
from a metallic surface. For energies greater than 100
~much greater than the bond energy of 9 eV!, the dissociation
probability reaches unity for W, Ni, and Mo targets. O
experimental conditions guarantee that all N2

1’s hitting the
N2

1’s cathode surface have energy above 100 eV. All
N2

1’s dissociate as two N atoms when they are reflected
the cathode.

The reflection energy peak as a function of cathode bia
low pressures~Fig. 15! showed that the maximum energ
carried by energetic atoms is less than 50% of the total i
dental energy of the ion~that is, the cathode bias!. This is
consistent with the proposition that the total incidental e
ergy of any N2

1 ion is equally distributed between two en
ergetic N atoms generated in the dissociation process.

Finally, as suggested by the full visible range plas
emission spectra analysis, the largest fraction of ions in
discharges is N2

1 under our experimental conditions. Th
N1 ions are far fewer than N2

1 within the discharge. Even
though N1 ions do produce energetic N atoms, their signa
probably too small to be measured by the detector used

It is speculated that of the cause of the red-blue asym
try is the interaction between the Franck-Condon neut
and the backscattered energetic N atoms.~The sputtered

FIG. 13. Blue and red shift are due to the ion collisions with t
HCPM cathode at different locations.
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cathode atoms may play a small role.! As shown in Fig. 13,
in a HCPM plasma bombards the HCS side walls, as wel
the planar region. At a pressure of 1 mTorr, the mean f
path for energetic N atoms backscattered from the cathod
about 10 cm. Hence, even at the lowest pressures of
experiments, collisions between backscattered N and
Franck-Condon N population will transfer momentum to t
Franck-Condon neutrals. Because the majority~70–90 %! of
the ions hit the planar cathode, the Franck-Condon distri
tion will preferentially drift towards the optics, creating
blueshift in their emitted light.

Two effects can contribute to the redshift. First, 10–30
of the ions hit the hollow cathode structure. When the
backscatter they can provide momentum either toward
away from the optics. Second, the proximity of the wa
allows collisions of the Franck-Condon neutrals with the
This will redistribute some of the energy to the redshift
direction.

Based on Figs. 9–12, energetic N’s arise from reflect
from the W cathode. We have studied the energy distribut
of N with a W target at various pressures. In Figs. 14 and
the Doppler shift of the NI 8216 Å line has been converte
into an energy unit~eV!, i.e., as an energy distribution.

Compare N energy distribution for two pressures:p
52.29 mTorr ~Fig. 14! and p556.7 mTorr ~Fig. 15!. The
most energetic N atoms forp52.29 mTorr have energie
around 600 eV~Fig. 14!, while the most energetic N atom
for p556.7 mTorr have energies about 300 eV~Fig. 15!.
Such a difference is correlated with the different catho
biases:V521281 V in Fig. 14 andV52554 V in Fig. 15.
The VFTRIM results will support this connection.

There are two possible causes of a slowing-down str
ture: ~i! most of the energetic particles going sideways w
respect to the sight of observation~these arepseudo-slowing-
down particles because only the velocity component alo

FIG. 14. N energy distribution forp52.29 mTorr, Vb5
21281 V, andJ5281 mA; W target.

FIG. 15. N energy distribution forp556.7 mTorr, Vb5
2554 V; andJ5299 mA; W target.
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1910 PRE 61WANG, COHEN, RUZIC, AND GOECKNER
the line of sight of observation was detected!; ~ii ! particles
with less energy~these are thereal slowing-down particles!.
From the mean-free-path considerations, even at low p
sures collisions are important because of the HCS.

One way to discriminate between these two causes of
slowing-down structure is to look at the bulk particle tem
perature, determined by the width of the line peak. The b
particle temperature is higher at higher pressure. Indica
that true slowing down is occurring.

We now compare the measured maximum reflected N
ergy with VFTRIM simulations. Figure 16 shows typicalVFT-

RIM simulation results for N collision with W~1200-V bias!
and Al cathode~400-V bias!. For Al cathode, reflected N’s
retain up to 16% of the incident energy. For W cathodes,
retain about 40% of the total incidental energy. For an
cathode bias of about2400 V ~similar to the experimenta
conditions!, VFTRIM predicts less than 70 eV for each r
flected N atom. ThisVFTRIM prediction is consistent with the
deconvolved data shown Figs. 10 and 12.VFTRIM predicts
about 500 eV reflected N for a21200-V W-cathode bias
The most energetic N observed was about 589 eV~Fig. 17.
This difference is only partly explained by the experimen
error bar, as shown later in Fig. 19.

One detailed comparison of theVFTRIM results with ex-
periment is shown for plasma shot No. 1103 in Fig. 18. F
ure 19 summarizes the maximum experimental reflecte
energy~in fraction of the bias! for a W cathode at differen
cathode biases.VFTRIM predicts a constant fraction for max
mum reflected energy, while the experiment shows an
creasing fraction with energy. A similar trend was also o
served by Cuthbertsonet al. @1# for atom collisions with

FIG. 16. Example of reflected N energy peak as a function
cathode bias forp52.45 mTorr,Vb521288 V; J5337 mA, and
W target.

FIG. 17. An example of theVFTRIM prediction of the reflected N
energy distribution for a W cathode~dashed curve! and a Al cath-
ode ~solid curve!.
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metal surfaces. The observed reflection energy peaks are
than 50% of the total N2

1 incidental energy onto the cath
ode. For comparison, the result using a simple binary co
sion model ~N-W atom collision! which predicts that the
reflected energy (Ere f) and the cathode bias (Vb) ratio is
determined by the W atom mass (MW) and N atom mass
(MN):

Ere f

Vb
5

1

2

MW2MN

MW1MN
543%. ~6!

This prediction is more than that ofVFTRIM ~about 37%!. It
agrees with experiment in the high energy~.1 kV! end,
which might suggest that for high-energy N-W cathode c
lisions, the binary collision mechanism is important@1#. Be-
cause the molecular bonding energy is small in compari
with cathode bias, a biatomic ion collision with the catho
is similar to that of two atoms colliding with the cathod
independently, hence the factor 1/2 on the right-hand sid
Eq. ~6!.

The VFTRIM code simulates particle-surface interacti
pretty well in many cases.VFTRIM simulations do not include
particle transport through the plasma and gas, which is p
ticularly important for p.13 mTorr. VFTRIM coupling with
some plasma code that simulates transport of particles wi
the plasma could be more useful in a comparison with
experimental data presented here.

f

FIG. 18. Detailed comparison of experimental N energy dis
bution withVFTRIM prediction under similar conditions; W cathod

FIG. 19. Peak reflection energy~in fraction of total cathode
bias! vs the cathode bias for a W target.VFTRIM results are plotted
in the dashed line. Also shown is the binary model result~solid
line!, as explained in text.
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APPENDIX

Jansson’s deconvolution method is mathematically
scribed by the iteration process

FIG. 20. Relaxation functionr (O) used for this work, in com-
parison with Jansson’s classicr (O) and the one by Marchetti an
Migerey @18# for emission spectra.
cl

s

ce

ec
.

-

Ok115Ok1r ~O!3~ i 2S^ Ok!. ~A1!

In the above,O is the deconvolved spectrum,i is the raw
data/spectrum,S is the instrumental function,k is the kth
step, andk11 is the (k11)th step. To start with,Ok5 i . ^

stands for convolution.r (O) is called the relaxation func
tion. We have used a generalizedr (O) in this work: a gen-
eralized relaxation function that includes Jansson’s origi
r (O) @10# and the one used by Marchetti and Migerey@18#
as special cases is

r ~O!5H k0O, if O<Omid ,

k0Omid

O2Omax

Omid2Omax
, for O>Omid .

~A2!

Optimal values are found fork0.0, Omid and Omax using
the minimization ofxw

2 criterion. xw
2 is defined as (O^ S

2 i )2 with a weight factor that is proportional to 1/i . A com-
parison of this relaxation function to Jansson’s@10# and Mar-
chetti and Migerey’s@18# is shown in Fig. 20. The deconvo
lution technique@basically identifying a properr (O) and the
number of steps of iteration# is described elsewhere in mor
detail @10,11#.
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